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Quiz - which visualization ?



Demographics



Program



Concentrations

Primary Secondary



Where you’re from ?



Programming Skills



Primary Language



Other Languages



Why take this class?



Data



Terms

Dataset Types
what can be visualized?

Data Types
fundamental units

combinations make up Dataset Types

Tables

Attributes (columns)

Items 
(rows)

Cell containing value

Networks

Link

Node 
(item)

Trees

Fields (Continuous)

Attributes (columns)

Value in cell

Cell

Multidimensional Table

Value in cell

Grid of positions

Geometry (Spatial)

Position

Dataset Types

Data Types

Items Attributes Links Positions Grids



Structure

Structured Data
known data types, semantics

video, images
Tables

Attributes (columns)

Items 
(rows)

Cell containing value

Networks

Link

Node 
(item)

Trees

Fields (Continuous)

Attributes (columns)

Value in cell

Cell

Multidimensional Table

Value in cell

Grid of positions

Geometry (Spatial)

Position

Dataset Types

Unstructured Data
no predefined data model
text-heavy, interspersed with facts (dates, times, 
locations) 
video, images

Translate into structured data
Similarity processing
Natural Language Processing
Text mining (sentiment, keywords, concepts, 
categories)



Image Example: Graphie



Image Example: Graphie



Text Example: Phrase Net

Network Structure derived 
from pattern “X begat Y”
Source: King James Bible

[van Ham, InfoVis 2009]



Example: Phrase Net

Pattern: “X’s Y”

18th & 19th century  
novels

 
Text & Document Vis

[van Ham, InfoVis 2009]



Example:
"Is between between is and between or between between and is or between and and or or between or and between or 
between between and and or between or and and or between or and or?"



Data Semantics

Basil, 7, S, Pear

What does it mean?

Semantics: real world meaning
Name? City? Fruit? Height? Age? Day of Month? 

Metadata



Data Types

structural or mathematical interpretation of data
Item, Link, Attribute, Position, Grid
Different from data types in programming!



Items & Attributes

Item: individual entity, discrete
e.g., Patient, Car, Stock, City

Attribute: measured, observed, 
logged property

e.g., Patient: height, blood pressure; 
Car: horsepower, make

Item: Person Attributes

Cell



Other Data Types
Links

Express relationship between two items

Friendship on Facebook, Interaction between proteins

Positions
Spatial data -> location in 2D or 3D

Pixels in photo, Voxels in MRI scan, latitude/longitude

Grids
Sampling strategy for continuous data

How many Voxels in MRI scan, positions of weather stations in the US



Dataset Types

Tables

Attributes (columns)

Items 
(rows)

Cell containing value

Networks

Link

Node 
(item)

Trees

Fields (Continuous)

Attributes (columns)

Value in cell

Cell

Multidimensional Table

Value in cell

Grid of positions

Geometry (Spatial)

Position

Dataset Types



Tables

Flat Table
one item per row

each column is attribute

unique (implicit) key 

no duplicates

Multidimensional Table
indexing based on multiple keys

Item

ValuesKeys
Attributes



Multidimensional Tables

Keys: Patients

Keys: Genes



Data - Gene Expression-Structure Matrix

2105 Genes

2692 
Structures

Stages
2 3 5 …

 …
8



Visualizing Tables

More in Lecture 8: High-Dimensional Data



Graphs/Networks

A graph G(V,E) consists of a set of 
vertices (nodes) V and a set of edges 
(links) E connecting these vertices.



The Scourge of Hairballs !

http://www.hiveplot.net/



A Source of Hair Balls



Relationship – “Friend of”



Genes in Homo Sapiens



33
1.3

orc

orc cdc6

mcms
cdt1

mcms cdt1

cdc6 mcms cdt1
orc

cdc6

cdt1
orc

cdt1

mcms

orc
mcms

cdc45orc
mcms cdc45

orc
cdc45

cdc45

mcms

elongation
Nuclear	  
export

Nuclear	  
export

cdc6swi5

cdc6 p

clb2 clb5and

SCF

Detailed model indicating cyclic 
behaviour of pre-replicative machinery

cl
b5

Relationship – “To Regulate”



The PAL-1 Hairball - Muscle Cells



Graphs/Networks

A simple graph is a graph which contains 
No multi-edges

No loops



Special Graphs
A tree is a graph with no	  cycles

A directed	  graph (digraph) is a graph 
that distinguishes between edges A-> 
B and A <- B

A hypergraph is a graph with edges  
connecting any number of vertices



Special Graphs

A bipar.te	  graph has vertices that can be 
partitioned into two independent sets

An ar.cula.on	  point	  is a Vertex, which if 
deleted from the graph would break up a	  
connected	  graph into multiple graphs,or an 
unconnected	  graph



Visualizing Graphs

Node-Link Diagram Matrix Treemap (Implicit Tree Visualization)

More later: Trees & Networks



Perceptual Grouping & Order 



Fields
Attribute values associated with cells

Cell contains data from continuous domain
Temperature, pressure, wind velocity

Measured or simulated

Sampling & Interpolation
Signal processing & stats



Fields: Grid Types
Uniform Grid

Geometry & topology can be computed

Rectilinear Grid
Nonuniform sampling

Structured Grid
allows curvilinear grids

Unstructured Grid
full flexibility, store position and connection 

[Wikipedia]



Grids are about sampling



http://www.ni.com/white-paper/2709/en/



Grids are about geometry



Curvilinear grids

45



Unstructured grids

46



Fields

• Scalar data 

• mapping f:Rn→R, (x1,...,xn)→y 

• n independent variables (keys) xi (1D, 2D, or 3D, +time) 

• value y is just univariate

• Examples:

• MRI data

• 2D grey-scale image data



Fields



Vector Fields

• Vector data 

• mapping f:Rn→Rm, (x1,...,xn)→ (y1,...,ym)

• representing direction and magnitude

• usually m=n

• Exceptions, e.g., due to projection

• Example:

• weather map (wind direction)

• flow around airplane wings



Tensors
Mapping f:Rn→Rm, (x1,...,xn)→ yi1,i2,…,ik

tensor of level k

a tensor of level 1 is a vector

a tensor of level 2 is a matrix, …

Example:
diffusion-tensor MRI

stress-tensor, etc.

http://www.cs.rug.nl/svcg/SciVis/COMOTI



Visualizing Fields

[Bruckner 2007]

More later — Visualizing spatial data: Volumes and Flows



Geometry

Shape of items

Explicit spatial positions

Points, lines, curves, surfaces, regions, volumes



Academic Trenches

Information Vis

“Abstract Data”
Tables, Graphs

Free to choose 
spatial layout

[Alex, Hendrik, 
Romain, Sam]

Visual Analytics
InfoVis + Stats + 
Machine learning
Applied Work

Scientific Vis
“Spatial 
Data” (Fields)
Not free to choose 
spatial layout
Find best way to 
depict reality
[Johanna, Daniel]



InfoVis or SciVis?

InfoVis: White Background SciVis: Black Background



Other Collections

Sets
Unique items, unordered

Lists
Ordered, duplicates allowed

Clusters
Groups of similar items



Attribute Types
Which classes of values & measurements are there?

Categorical (nominal) 
Compare equality

Fruit, Gender, Movie Genres, File Types

Ordered
Ordinal

Great/Less than defined

Shirt size, Rankings

Quantitative

Arithmetic possible

Length, Weight, Count

Categorical Ordered

Ordinal Quantitative



Data Types

• Quantitative (Q)
✓10 inches, 23 inches, etc.

• Ordinal (ordered) (O)
✓Small, medium, large

• Nominal (categorical) (N)
✓Apples, Oranges, Bananas,...

Categorical Ordered

Ordinal Quantitative



Quantitative Data Types
Interval (arbitrary zero)

Dates:  Jan 19;  Location:  (Lat, Long)

Cannot compare directly. Temp in C & F

Only differences (i.e., intervals) can be compared

Ratio (true zero)
zero: there is nothing of the measured entity observed 

Measurements: Length, Mass

Can measure ratios & proportions



Hierarchies

• possible for any data type

• sometimes strong implicit hierarchies

• Lab 1 - building/floor/room/nooks-crannies

• e.g. geography:

• postal code

• city district

• city

• state

• country

• continent





On the theory of scales and measurements [S. Stevens, 46]



Data Types & Operators
Nominal (labels)

Operations: =, ≠
Ordinal (ordered)

Operations: =, ≠, >, <

Interval (location of zero arbitrary)
Operations: =, ≠, >, <, +, − (distance)

Ratio (zero fixed)
Operations: =, ≠, >, <, +, −,×, ÷ (proportions)

On the theory of scales and measurements [S. Stevens, 46]



Sequential & Diverging Data

Sequential:
homogeneous from min to max

# people in countries

Diverging:
two or multiple sequences that meet 

Elevation dataset: above sea level  
& below sea level



Other Structure

Cyclic data
time (hours, week, month, year)

Aggregation
might be patterns on multiple levels

Respiratory disease cases. 
Left: 25 day pattern
Right: 28 day pattern
[Tominski 2008]

Weekly use of CS 171 website.

Daily use of CS 171 website.



Time

• Strong (implicit) hierarchy:

• minute

• hour

• day

• week

• month

• ordinal (entries in a diary) ?

• quantitative (timings in a race) ?

• interval vs. ratio — time-stamp vs. duration



Quiz & Recap



Item/Element/ 
(Independent) 

Variable



Attribute/
Dimension/
(Dependent) 

Variable/
Feature



Semantics



Keys?



Attribute 
Types?



Categorical
Ordinal

Quantitative



Data vs. Conceptual Model

Data Model:  Low-level description of the data 
Set with operations, e.g., floats with +, -, /, *

Conceptual Model:  Mental construction
Includes semantics, supports reasoning

Data Conceptual

1D floats temperature

3D vector of 
floats space



Data vs. Conceptual Model
From data model...

32.5, 54.0, -17.3, … (floats)

using conceptual model...
Temperature

to data type
Continuous to 4 significant digits (Q) 

Hot, warm, cold (O) 

Burned vs. Not burned (N)



Combinations, Derived Data 

Networks can have attributes

Attributes have hierarchies

Data types can be transformed 

Real life is complicated…



Tasks
Why are we using Visualization?



http://mybrainllc.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/shutterstock_90171430-3.jpg



Industrial Engineer

Industrial engineering is a branch of engineering which deals with 
the optimization of complex processes or systems. Industrial 
engineers work to eliminate waste of time, money, materials, 
man-hours, machine time, energy and other resources that do 
not generate value.



The Compare Task

Find the set of genes which are expressed in tumor cells as opposed to non-tumor cells

See if results for tissue samples treated with LL-37 match up with the ones without the peptide

….



Same Vis Tool Used for Compare 
across Use Cases !



Vis is a Idiom

An idiom (Latin: idioma, "special property", from Greek: ἰδίωμα 
– idíōma, "special feature, special phrasing, a peculiarity", f. Greek: 
ἴδιος – ídios, "one's own") is a phrase or a fixed expression that 
has a figurative, or sometimes literal, meaning. An idiom's 
figurative meaning is different from the literal meaning.



Vis is a Idiom



Who does Vis ?
Designer or User ?



Domain and Abstract Tasks

Large numbers of domain tasks

Can be broken down into simpler abstract tasks

We know how to address the abstract tasks!

Identify task - data combination: solutions probably exist



Example

http://caleydo.org/projects/lineup/



Example 1

Find good universities with a high faculty 
student ratio.

Identify high-ranked universities

In this subset: compare universities & identify 
high faculty student ratio

OR
Derive a ranking with a high weight for faculty 
student ratio



Example 2

Contrast Harvard’s reputation scores 
with MIT’s

Match up Harvard with Yale
First, find Harvard and Yale, then compare  
their (two) reputation scores



Example 3 - LineUp
Find a combination of weights and parameters where Harvard is 
better than MIT

Produce a new dataset by deriving from the input parameters 



Result



Tasks - Actions
Analyze

high-level choices

consume vs produce

Search
mid-level choices

find a known/unknown item

Query
low-level

find out about characteristics of item

by itself or compare relative to others



High-level actions: Analyze
Consume 

discover vs present

discover to generate hypotheses

discover to confirm hypotheses

classic split: explore vs explain

present to communicate - planning, forecasting, and instructional

enjoy: casual, social, piece of art

Analyze

Consume
Present EnjoyDiscover



Just Enjoy - NameVoyager

http://www.bewitched.com/namevoyager.html



High-level actions: Analyze
Produce 

Annotate, 

Record

Derive: crucial design choice

Produce
Annotate Record Derive

tag



Example: Annotate



Annotate The Genome



Record - Tableau Dashboards



Example: Derive (Transform)



Example MicroArray Normalization



Example: Derive

Country Club Club Continent

Ronaldo Portugal Real Madrid Europe

Lahm Germany Bayern München Europe

Robben Netherlands Bayern München Europe

Khedira Germany Real Madrid Europe

Phogba Italy Juventus Europe

Messi Argentina Barcelona Europe



The best national teams come together every four 
years, but the global tournament is mostly a remix of 
the professional leagues that are in season most of 
the time. Three out of every four World Cup players 
play in Europe, and the top clubs like Barcelona, 
Bayern Munich and Manchester United have players 
from one end of the globe to the other.

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/06/20/sports/worldcup/how-world-cup-players-are-connected.html?_r=0



Search
Search

mid-level choices

find a known/unknown item



Known Knowns & Unknowns Unknowns
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/There_are_known_knowns

Reports that say that something hasn't happened are always interesting to 
me, because as we know, there are known knowns; there are things we 
know we know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is to say 
we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also 
unknown unknowns – the ones we don't know we don't know. And if one 
looks throughout the history of our country and other free countries, it 
is the latter category that tend to be the difficult ones.[1] - D. Rumsfeld





Actions: Mid-level search

what does user know?
target, location

known/known - you know what you are looking for [red M&M]

known/unknown - you know characteristics (range, attributes) [Size of red M&M]

unknown/known - just a plain search [no visuals; locate red M&M]

unknown/unknown - outliers, anomalies, unanticipated [no color; just too many]

Search

Target known Target unknown

Location 
known

Location 
unknown

Lookup

Locate

Browse

Explore







Known/Unknown

known/known - you know what you are looking for [ ….]

known/unknown - you know characteristics (range, attributes) [ … ]

unknown/known - just a plain search [ … ]

unknown/unknown - outliers, anomalies, unanticipated [… ]



Actions: Low-level query
how much of the data matters?

one, some, all

Query

Identify Compare Summarize



Example Compare (& Derive)



Targets - Nouns
Actions - Verbs



Data vs Attributes

Data

★ Trends

★ Outliers

★ Features

★ Task dependent

Attributes

★ Properties 

★Visually encoded

★ Multiple attributes

•dependency

•correlation

•similarity



Examples

Trends: How did the job market develop since the recession 
overall?

Outliers: Looking at real estate related jobs



Why: Targets 

Trends

ALL DATA

Outliers Features

ATTRIBUTES

One Many
Distribution Dependency Correlation Similarity

Extremes

NETWORK DATA

SPATIAL DATA

Shape

Topology

Paths

Minimum, Maximum



Yet Another Taxonomy
How ?



what interactions enable the tasks ?

Categories of how to manipulate visualizations:
encode

manipulate

facet

reduce



First Introduce (covered)
import

new data items to be loaded

derive

annotate

with text label etc. (classification)

acts as a new attribute

record

screenshots, bookmarks, parameter settings, logs, etc.

graphical / use history

analytical provenance!



How? A Preview
Encode Manipulate Facet Reduce

Arrange

Map

Change

Select

Navigate

Express Separate

Order Align

Use

Juxtapose

Partition

Superimpose

Filter

Aggregate

Embed

from categorical and ordered 
attributes



Encode
through channels and marks

e.g. color, shapes, size, position etc.

e.g. different visual encodings of a graph:



Facet

how to use views:
partition (side-by-side, simultaneously)

superimpose (multiple layers)

change (layout, encoding --> interaction)

select (demarcation, highlighting)

coordinate (brushing+linking, linking views)



Partition



How? A Preview
Map

Color

Motion

Size, Angle, Curvature, ...

Hue Saturation Luminance

Shape

Direction, Rate, Frequency, ...

from categorical and ordered 
attributes

Why?

How?
 

What?



Linking (coordinate)



Reduce

reduce (increase) number of elements shown
filter

aggregate

navigate (alter viewpoint, e.g. zooming, detail-on-demand)

embed (focus+context)

compression









Next Analysis


